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Abstract: Question Answering Systems (QAS) are made to automatically provide accurate response to user questions that are phrased
in natural language. Most of the existing QAS adopting traditional representations like word embedding and bag-of-words, have shown
promising results. However, only a few works take into account the contextual information and meaning within texts to extract answers
from huge sources of information. Moreover, dealing with Arabic open-domain question-answering systems is still challenging due to
its rich morphology and ambiguity of words. To address these limitations, we introduce, in this study, a novel QA approach for the
Arabic language that is based on passage retrieval and Sentence Embedding (SE) representation. It consists of three steps: (1) Question
classification and query formulation, (2) Documents and passages retrieval, and (3) Answers extraction. In this work, we make use of
the AraBERT transformer model to compute vector representation. This allows for considering both implicit semantics and the words’
context within the text. Furthermore, in order to collect potential passages for user questions, we investigate a method for retrieving
Arabic passages using the BM25 model, a query expansion process, and SE representation. The final answer is generated by fine-tuning
AraBERT parameters and ranking passages so that the most relevant ones can be extracted. To assess our approach, we carried out
several experiments on CLEF and TREC datasets using two different taxonomies. The obtained results show that the proposed method
achieves 92% in terms of F1-score.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Arabic Question Answering, Word Embedding, Sentence Embedding, AraBERT, Elmo,
FastText, Fine-tuning

1. Introduction
With the huge number of textual documents available in

electronic formats, classical search engines become unable
to satisfy user needs that are expressed as natural questions.
These Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) retrieve just a
list of documents ordered by their relevance to a given
query. Therefore, human intervention is required to retrieve
the requested information from the returned documents.
Finding the correct information seems to be a complex and
expensive task in terms of time consumption. In contrast to
the IRS, Question Answering Systems (QAS) are intended
to automatically provide direct and accurate responses to
user inquiries phrased in natural language.

Question Answering Systems for Arabic open-domain
remain a challenging task in Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP). This study aims to propose a novel question-
answering approach for the Arabic language that consists
of three stages, consisting of question classification, passage
retrieval, and answer extraction. We investigate the potential
of an Arabic Sentence Embedding (SE) pre-trained model
to extract the most valuable features from texts and build
the appropriate text representation that considers both con-
textual information and semantic links between words in

the Arabic sentence.

With more than 420 million speakers, Arabic is one
of the six official languages of the United Nations and is
regarded as one of the most widely spoken languages in the
world. Dealing with Arabic Question Answering Systems
presents a real challenge regarding its complex morphology
(diacritics, dualities, etc.) and its rich vocabulary (more than
10. 000 roots).

Text representation is a crucial process that impacts the
effectiveness of most natural language processing tasks such
as text summarization, QAS, and information retrieval (IR).
Unlike the conventional bag-of-words representation, Word
Embedding (WE) such as Word2vec [1], Doc2vec [2], and
Glove [3] has revealed to be effective text representation
since these pre-trained models can capture the semantic
and syntactic relationships between words. Words are rep-
resented as dense vectors in low-dimensional vector space.
Therefore, words having the same meaning are represented
similarly by identical vectors. Although these models have
demonstrated good performance, they are unable to take
into account the meaning and relationships among multiple
words within entire sentences. For instance, consider these
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(The mother entered the back garden) and
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(The mother’s garden has a back entrance.) These two
statements will have the same vectors using word embed-
ding representation even though their meanings are entirely
different.

To overcome this limitation, Sentence Embedding (SE)
models including Elmo [4], BERT [5], and mBERT [6]
have emerged as crucial text representation and advanced
several NLP tasks. These transformer models provide a
more precise depiction of questions and sentences that take
into account both context and sentence structure in the case
of many languages. SE approaches can represent complete
sentences and their semantic information as dense vectors
in low-dimensional vector space.

In this paper, we propose an effective method for Arabic
question-answering based on sentence embedding repre-
sentation and passage retrieval. Our system is composed
of three main components: (1) question classification and
query reformulation, (2) document and passage retrieval,
then (3) answer extraction. The main contributions of this
work are as follows:

• We investigate the AraBERT [7] pre-trained model
to represent both questions and passages. This allows for
considering both implicit semantics and the context of
words within the text.

• We propose an Arabic passage retrieval module by
combining the BM25 model and query expansion process
using Arabic Wikipedia.

• We extract the final Answer for different question
types by fine-tuning AraBERT [7] parameters based on the
text classification task.

• We achieved several evaluations using the standard
Arabic corpora Trec and Clef to demonstrate that the
AraBERT [7] model performed better than the state-of-the-
art representations.

The paper is structured as follows: Related research is
shown in Section 2. The suggested approach is explained
in Section 3. The experimental techniques and results are
covered in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide a conclusion
and outline suggestions for future works.

2. RelatedWork
In this part, we discuss the QAS-related works that

have used Wikipedia as a knowledge source and we present
some QAS dedicated to the Arabic language. Moreover, we
describe the most used sentence embedding representations.

A. Wikipedia And Question Answering Systems
Qakis [8] (2012) is a framework for open-domain ques-

tion answering over connected data. By leveraging relational
textual patterns that are automatically acquired, it addresses
the issue of question interpretation by matching question
fragments to binary relations in the triple store. The RDF
data grouping is located in DBpedia, while the relational
patterns are automatically extracted from Wikipedia.

WikiQA [9] (2016)’s authors propose an all-purpose
question-answering system that can address why-
interrogated queries. This system’s knowledge base is
Wikipedia’s data. Major QA system components like
Question Classification, Answer Extraction, Named Entity
Tagging, and Information Retrieval have been implemented
by WikiQA. Implementing a cutting-edge entity tagging
technique has succeeded when tools like OpenEphyra or
DBpedia Spotlight have failed to identify entities.

Mindstone [10] (2020), is an open-domain question-
answering system, that provides users with replies to their
queries based on a sizable library of documents. This quality
control system is composed of a brand-new multi-stage
pipeline that utilizes a traditional information retriever based
on BM25, neural relevance feedback based on RM3, a
neural ranker, and a machine reading comprehension stage.
This method provides a baseline for end-to-end performance
on question answering for the Wikipedia/SQuAD dataset.

B. Arabic Question Answering Systems
The majority of QA research has focused on Latin-

based languages. However, there are interesting examples
in other languages as well; we give a few Arabic QAS as
an example.

The passage retrieval module in DefArabicQA [11]
compiles the top-n results returned by the search engine.
This specific query is made up of the question topic that
the question analysis module determines. Only the top-
n snippets that contain the integrated question topic are
maintained after gathering the top-n snippets.

Although QArabPro [12] is a rule-based system, it
excels at indexing keywords. The solution is then identified
using a keyword-matching technique between the question
and the response document. A local IR system is used to
locate and retrieve the necessary papers.

SOQAL [13] is an Arabic open-domain question-and-
answer system that draws its information from Wikipedia.
This system’s foundation consists of two parts: a document
retriever that employs the hierarchical TF-IDF approach,
and a neural reading comprehension model that employs
the trained BERT [5] bi-directional transformer.

Recently, a few papers introduced deep learning tech-
niques and embedding representations in Arabic QAS like
in [14], [15] and [16]. In other research [17], authors use
a probabilistic model, and algorithms such as Viterbi to a
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contextual spelling correction for the Arabic text.

C. Word and Sentence Embedding
The term ”word embedding” describes the introduction

of a word’s distributional vector form to represent its
meaning and grammar. Individual words are represented as
real-valued vectors in a predefined vector space, where each
word is mapped to a single vector; Words with identical
meanings are represented similarly. This method was ap-
plied to many languages, like Hindi [18] and Arabic [19].

Sentence embedding (SE) techniques encode complete
sentences and their semantic content as vectors as an
extension of word embedding. This makes it easier for
the machine to understand the context, intention, and other
intricacies of the entire text. In the following, we describe
the most common sentence embedding representations.

Doc2vec [2] is an algorithm (also known as Paragraph
Vector) proposed by Quoc Le and Tomas Mikolov, both re-
search scientists at Google, in 2014. It is built on Word2vec
and adheres to the same guidelines for building a machine-
learning model that predicts the following word by using
the words around it.

One of the first projects to use a pre-trained language
model for downstream tasks was ELMo [4] (2018), and
it still gives good results [20]. Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) is used in a two-layer bi-directional architecture,
and task-specific weights are used to combine character-
istics from all LSTM outputs. It is a generalized classic
word embedding study in a different dimension by removing
context-sensitive features from a right-to-left and a left-
to-right language model. The right-to-left and left-to-right
representations of each token are combined to form its
contextual representation. In [21], authors have used an
LSTM model to investigate the effectiveness of NNs in
Arabic NLP. LSTM was combined with convolution neural
networks (CNNs) in [22], for Arabic text categorization.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers model (BERT) [5] is based on a new pre-training
process that will enable the training of a deep bidirectional
transformer. BERT improves upon standard Transformers
by removing the unidirectionality constraint by using a
masked language model (MLM) pre-training objective. The
masked language model randomly masks some of the tokens
from the input, and the objective is to predict the original
vocabulary ID of the masked word based only on its
context. Unlike left-to-right language model pre-training,
the MLM objective enables the representation to fuse the
left and the right context, which allows us to pre-train a
deep bidirectional Transformer. In addition to the masked
language model, BERT uses a next-sentence prediction task
that jointly pre-trains text-pair representations.

BERT model [5] has been applied in many NLP applica-
tions. Its architecture has been adopted in different enhanced
models. For instance, in [23] a novel ranking model based

on the neural network has adapted a deep BERT model
for information retrieval. Other pre-trained Arabic language
models have been inspired form BERT’s architecture such
as AraBERT [7] and marBERT [24].

Recently, a few studies like [25] and [26] have presented
comprehensive overviews of Arabic Question Answering
Systems. The authors compared the main existing tech-
niques in Arabic QAS and their components using avail-
able Arabic and multilingual datasets. In [27], the authors
analyzed deep learning methods for question answering
in the English language and studied network structure
characteristics and their effectiveness. However, Arabic
QAS has not been addressed. On the other hand, word
embedding models have been widely investigated in QAS
as text representation. Specifically, Arabic word embedding
representation has been explored and evaluated in [28] using
a benchmark containing analogy items. In [29], the authors
have exploited word embedding to compute the semantic
similarity between terms in Arabic sentences.

More recently, an open-domain QAS using a deep
learning approach has been developed in [30]. In this study,
a QAS with limited resources has been constructed based
on both large language models and a quaternion long-
short-term memory neural network (QLSTM). In [31], the
authors introduced an Arabic QAS based on a deep learning
approach using semantic and logical representations. Arabic
texts were converted into conceptual graphs where textual
information was represented by concepts and relations.

We notice that many QAS have emerged for different
languages in specific domains. Recent QAS adopting word
embedding and sentence embedding representations have
shown to be effective. However, researchers in the Arabic
QAS are still facing limited resources and tools, and are
challenged by the Arabic linguistic complexity and richness.
Moreover, the number of Arabic QAS studies remains
limited, especially in the open domain and only a few works
take into account the contextual information and meaning
within Arabic texts.

In this work, we investigate a novel approach based
on the AraBERT [7] transformer model dealing with Ara-
bic open-domain question-answering systems. Unlike most
existing works, our approach consists of considering both
implicit semantics and the word context within the Arabic
text known for its rich morphology and ambiguity of words.

3. Method
In this section, we will go through each component of

our QAS in detail. We start with the question (processing,
categorization, and reformulation), then we move on to the
retrieval of documents and passages, and ultimately we
extract the answers.

A. Question Classification And Query Formulation
The purpose of this component is to develop and classify

a query from a user’s natural question. Before classifying
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TABLE I. Alami et al. Arabic taxonomy

Classes Explanation

Human, Group who, whom, whose
Entity, Animal,.. who, whom, whose

Status, Structure,.. how, what
Location where

Time when
Number how many
Yes/No (directly)

the question, the pre-processing stage is necessary. During
this stage, diacritical markings, punctuation, and any other
foreign characters are initially eliminated. Excepting stop
words, because they could be utilized as interrogative tools.
After classifying the questions and identifying the various
types of queries, we eliminate them. White space is then
used to tokenize the remaining portion of the sentence.
Then we apply a lemmatizer and add part-of-speech (POS)
tags to our text. While lemmatizing question words, we
employ an Arabic lemmatizer that gives each word a
unique lemma while also considering the word’s context.
The lemma of a word is its most fundamental form and
communicates its primary meaning. It is used as input for
linguistic dictionaries. With part-of-speech (POS) tagging,
each word is given a tag that contains various pieces of
information (syntactic category, gender, tenses, etc.). The
number of passages that must be retrieved is decreased and
the retrieving process is more focused when named entities
(NEs) are identified using the POS tagger. As the group
of nouns in an Arabic sentence determines the meaning of
the sentence rather than the verbs, we also utilize the POS
tagger to remove the verbs from each question.

Information can be categorized using taxonomies in a
structured architecture. To establish the question type, a
machine learning approach is applied to categorize ques-
tions depending on two taxonomies. We use two different
taxonomies to categorize our queries. The first is proposed
by Alami et al. [32], it contains seven categories that
regroup all question types used in Arabic and is retrieved by
studying the Arabic interrogation procedures, table I. The
second is Li and Roth’s taxonomy [33], and it is based on
the answer type’s semantic interpretation, table II.

To classify Arabic questions, three different classifi-
cation algorithms were examined in one of our earlier
works [34]: a decision tree, a naı̈ve Bayesian, and a support
vector machine (SVM); the latter method offered the best
classification ranks. In this study, we adopt SVM to classify
our queries.

After pre-processing, lemmatizing, POS tagging, and
classifying the question, our queries are now created and
ready to include the next component: Documents and Pas-
sages Retrieval.

TABLE II. Li and Roth taxonomy

Cross classes Fine classes

DESCRIPTION description, reason, manner,
,definition

ENTITY product, language, colour, plant,
instrument, event, food,

creative, religion, technique,
currency, substance, sport,
symbol, disease/medicine,

body, animal, term,
vehicle, word, other

HUMAN title, individual, group,
description

NUMERIC count, code, date,
period, distance,

order, money, per cent,
temp, speed, volume,

weight, size, other
LOCATION city, country, mountain,

other, state
ABBREVIATION expression, abbreviation

B. Documents And Passages Retrieval
In this section, we’ll go through two sorts of retrieval

methods for retrieving the best passages: IR and IR employ-
ing sentence embedding. At first, we used the Google API
to retrieve Arabic Wikipedia documents before using the
traditional BM25 approach to retrieve passages. By using
sentence embedding techniques to extract the top-ranked
passages, we lower the quantity of those passages at the
second level.

1) Information Retrieval
Before using the embedding representation, two in-

formation retrieval (IR) sub-phases are recommended, as
indicated in the flowchart below: Google API and BM25,
Figure 1.

In the first IR level, we use the Google API to match
the titles of Wikipedia papers with our created query to
retrieve the pertinent Arabic Wikipedia documents. The top
M-ranked documents are retained. We use the identical pre-
possessing techniques for those documents as we did for
the questions, and then we divide them into equal-length
portions (T tokens in each passage).

At this stage, each recovered document is presented by
a group of passages. To extract the candidate passages, we
combine the entire passages into one new corpus.

As a second level of information retrieval, The top
candidate passages are extracted from the entire corpus of
passages using the BM25 model. Formally, the score of a
passage P given with a query Q which includes the words
q1, ..., qn is given by:
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Figure 1. The flowchart of our proposed method

score(P,Q) =
n∑

i=1

IDF(qi) ·
f (qi, P) · (k1 + 1)

f (qi,D) + k1 · (1 − b + b · |P|avgdl )
(1)

where f (qi, P) is the frequency of the term qi in the passage
P, |P| is the passage’s P length in words, and avgdl is the
length of a passage on average in the text collection from
which passages are taken. k1 and b are free parameters.

The output from this sub-component is a collection of
passages that include the final answer.

2) IR Using Sentence Embedding Representation
The usefulness of SE representations for NLP applica-

tions, particularly for IR and QAS, has been demonstrated
previously in this paper. The top-ranked passages from the
passages retrieved by BM25 are obtained in this section us-
ing an Arabic passage retrieval module based on embedding
sentences.

The basic concept of this paper is that we use
AraBERT [7] to get answers from a set of retrieved pas-
sages, not from random text collections.

BERT [5] is based on transformers, an architecture that
aims to solve problems sequentially while handling long-
distance relationships with ease. The BERT [5] transformer
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uses bidirectional self-attention as opposed to the preceding
transformers’ limited self-attention, which only allows each
token to attend to the context to its left. All computations of
the input and output representations rely on self-attention.

In AraBERT [7], authors trained this model with a large
Arabic dataset with articles from all over the Arabic region,
retaining the same architecture of BERT-base ( encoder
layers, attention heads, hidden units and parameters).

We use the retrieved passages in their original form
(before any NLP treatment) because AraBERT [7] contains
a preprocessing step.

To create vector representations for queries and the
passages they are associated with (which are retrieved with
the BM25 model), we use pre-trained AraBERT models.
We also apply pre-trained models from Elmo [4] and Fast-
Text [35], which is a word embedding method, to improve
the comparative study.

Generalizing the concept of cosine similarity, soft simi-
larity, called also soft cosine, between two vectors q and
p, takes into account similarities between pairs of each
vector’s features [36]. In our last research [19], when
we investigated several semantic similarity measures for
embedding vectors, soft cosine similarity delivered the best
outcomes. The soft cosine measure additionally considers
the similarity of characteristics in the Vector Space Model
(VSM), whose features are seen as separate or independent
from the standard cosine similarity.

The soft cosine similarity can be determined using two
N-dimensional vectors, q and p, as follows:

so f tcosine(q,p) =

∑N
i, j si jqipj√∑N

i, j si jqiqj

√∑N
i, j si jpipj

(2)

based on the WE model, N is the dimension of the vectors
and si, j = sim( fi, f j) is the similarity between features.

We determine the similarities between each query and
the passages that are connected to it using soft cosine
similarity, and then we extract the top-ranked passages from
the retrieved passages by the BM25 model at the first level.

C. Answer Extraction
Finding the right response from the top-ranked passages

returned in the previous component is still a difficult task.
To overcome this issue and obtain a definitive solution,
we suggest using fine-tuned AraBERT [7]. We choose to
fine-tune AraBERT [7] to obtain the final answer because,
in our experience, AraBERT produces the greatest results
when compared to FastText [35] or Elmo [4]. Additionally,
authors demonstrate in [32] the efficiency of the enhanced
AraBERT [7] model in categorizing Arabic text. They also
examine AraBERT’s effectiveness as a feature extractor

model by integrating it with different classifiers, including
SVM.

The fundamental idea behind optimizing AraBERT [7]
is to fine-tune all the parameters on a downstream task
after pre-training deep bidirectional representations from the
unlabeled text that take context from both sides. Two of the
techniques used are next-sentence prediction and masked
language modeling.

The tokenization is a fundamental step before fine-
tuning AraBERT [7], one vector should represent the whole
input sentence to be fed to the classifier. For that, the choice
is made to interpret the first token [CLS]’s hidden state
as representing the entire sentence. However, BERT [5]
needs to know where the first sentence ends and the second
passage begins to perform the ”next sentence prediction”
process. As a result, [SEP] is the token used. The special
token [CLS] is added to the beginning of each sentence
during the tokenization process, and the special token [SEP]
is added in between sentences at the end.

We tokenize the input texts and include [CLS] and
[SEP] tokens to help AraBERT [7] models be fine-tuned.
Then, we create an input representation for every token
by adding up the vector embeddings associated with the
token, its corresponding segment, and its position. After
that, we feed the AraBERT [7] models these representation
vectors and fine-tune them. As the question representation,
we use the first [CLS] token as a final hidden state. In order
to obtain the probability distribution over the anticipated
output label, we use a feed-forward layer to normalize the
obtained vectors.

The Transformer’s self-attention mechanism makes it
uncomplicated to fine-tune AraBERT [7] because it enables
it to simulate a variety of downstream tasks by changing the
right inputs and outputs. We train the model to alter only the
weights of the top layers because they have a higher level of
task knowledge while the language understanding is in the
bottom layers to fine-tune AraBERT on a QA task. Also, we
replace the embedding of the [CLS] (classification) token
with the class of the question which is retrieved at the
beginning of the process using SVM.

In our scenario, we add the vector embedding of each
token in a passage to generate an input representation. After
that, we feed the vectors to AraBERT [7] and modify its
settings using the corpus.

The following algorithm, Figure 2, describes the entire
process of the suggested method, including all earlier stages.

4. Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach

for Arabic QAS, we conduct various experiments on two
datasets including CLEF and TREC using two different tax-
onomies. Sub-section A describes the used Arabic datasets
and employed metrics to assess our approach. All experi-
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Figure 2. The algorithm of our proposed method

ments and obtained results are detailed in sub-section B.

A. Dataset And Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we use

a collection of 2300 questions extracted from the Cross-
Lingual Evaluation Forum (CLEF) and Text Retrieval Con-
ference (TREC). This dataset was translated from English
to Arabic and was neither categorized nor annotated where
most available text-mining datasets have been focused on
Latin-based languages. Moreover, the initial dataset has
been annotated and classified to create our own final dataset
used in experiments.

We employ a variety of Python packages in our exper-
iments, such as the open-source machine learning platform
TensorFlow, the machine learning package Scikit-learn,
Gensim for topic modeling and text similarity, and the

PyTorch interface for the BERT model.

To show the performance of AraBERT [7] adopted by
our method, we additionally make use of FastText [35]
and Elmo [4] models for the evaluation and comparison
with existing methods. The dataset that is utilized to pre-
train each of these three models is described in the next
paragraphs.

Our method is based on AraBERT [7], and for the com-
parison analysis, we additionally make use of FastText [35]
and Elmo [4]. The dataset that was utilized to pre-train
each of those three models is described in the paragraphs
that follow.

Arabic news websites manually scraped the used dataset
for AraBERT [7] in search of articles. Additionally, two
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sizable Arabic corpora that were openly accessible were
used: (1) The cite-Corpus, 1.5 billion words of Arabic
text are found in a contemporary corpus of over five
million news items culled from ten major news organi-
zations spanning eight nations. (2) OSIAN: the Interna-
tional Arabic News Corpus Open Source (approximately
1 billion tokens), which gathers 3.5 million articles from
24 Arab countries and 31 news sources. The final pre-
training data for the AraBERT model is 77GB, which
is equivalent to 82,232,988,358 characters or 200,095,961
lines, 8,655,948,860 words (before applying the Farasa [37]
segmentation tool).

ELMO [4] used the following sources to train its em-
bedding model: Tweets, the Arabic Wikipedia, Mawdoo3
articles, and so on. 68,400,000 distinct tweets were gath-
ered using the Twitter API’s default settings. After being
downloaded, Wikipedia articles were divided up into sen-
tences using punctuation. The articles could be divided into
4,600,000 sentences. An encyclopedia that offers articles
in Arabic is called Mawdoo3. The Mawdoo3 entries were
divided into sections, much like Wikipedia articles, resulting
in 2,800,000 sentences.

With FastText [35], authors make word vectors that have
already been trained on Wikipedia available in 294 different
languages. These 300-dimensional vectors were acquired
using the skip-gram model. The length of these vectors is
referred to as their ”dimensionality” in embeddings, which
denotes the total number of features that encode the vector
(2D vector representation example).

Our proposed method for answering Arabic questions is
evaluated using three metrics including recall (R), precision
(F1), and F1-score (F1), and averaging them over the
number of questions in the corpus. These metrics are
calculated as follows:

P =
T P

T P + FP
R =

T P
T P + FN

F1 = 2 ∗
P ∗ R
P + R

(3)

The number of potential solutions that are mentioned in
both the returned list and the golden list is indicated by T P;
The number of solutions that are mentioned in the returning
list but not on the golden list is represented by FP; and the
number of solutions listed in the golden list but absent from
the list that was returned is indicated by FN.

B. Results And Discussion
To demonstrate the effects of employing transfer learn-

ing from the pre-trained models in our QAS, we have
carried out extensive testing.

Before classifying questions, we first remove punctua-
tion, diacritics, and any other foreign characters as a pre-
processing step. Stop words may be used as an interrogative
tool, so we do not remove them before classifying the
questions and identifying the different types of queries.

Then, we perform white-space tokenization on the remain-
ing sentence. Using the tools provided by the SAFAR
platform [38], we apply part-of-speech (POS) tagging to
attribute tags to each question word, and we also use
the POS tagger to recognize NEs. After classifying the
questions using the SVM classifier and identifying the
various types of queries, we eliminate stop words. In Arabic,
nouns not verbs, which carry the meaning of a phrase, for
this reason, we also use the POS Tagger to take the verbs
out of each query. Two layers of information retrieval (IR)
are proposed to extract the top-ranked passages: IR using
traditional methods and IR using sentence embedding.

In the first IR level, we use the Google API to match
the titles of Wikipedia papers with our created query
(2300 queries) to retrieve the pertinent Arabic Wikipedia
documents. We retrain the top 10-ranked documents, and we
use identical pre-possessing techniques for those documents
that were used for the questions. We divide each document
into equal-length passages (100 tokens in each passage). At
this stage, each recovered document is displayed as a series
of passages, the number of which depends on the length of
the document. We combine the entire passages (from the
10 retrieved documents) into one new corpus, to extract the
candidate passages. As a means to reduce the number of
retrieved passages, we apply the BM25 model and extract
only the top 100 candidate passages from the whole set of
retrieved passages.

In the second level, we adopt AraBERT [7] pre-trained
models to compute similarities between vector representa-
tions for queries and their related passages; besides, we
used pre-trained models from Elmo [4] and FastText [35]
for comparing the results.

The main idea of this paper is that we use AraBERT [7]
to get answers from a set of passages, which are relevant
and contain the right answer.

AraBERT [7] is a Bidirectional Encoder Representation
from Transformers, and the Transformer is an architecture
that seeks to handle long-distance dependencies and solve
tasks in sequence-to-sequence, for that reason we keep 100
tokens in each passage. To create vector representations for
queries and the passages they are associated with (which
are retrieved with the BM25 model), we use the pre-trained
AraBERT [7] model because it’s trained with a large Arabic
dataset (about 31 GB of text). We use the retrieved passages
in their original form (without any NLP treatment) because
AraBERT [7] contains its own preprocessing step.

Using the vector representations, we first determine the
soft cosine similarity between each query and the passages
that are connected to it, and then we choose the top-ranked
20 passages.

To find the right response from the top-ranked passages,
we propose fine-tuning AraBERT [7] parameters to classify
those passages and extract the final answer.
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Figure 3. Obtained Recall results using Alami et al. taxonomy

We train the model to change the weights of the top
layers, which have a higher level of task knowledge, while
the language understanding is in the bottom layers, to fine-
tune AraBERT [7] on a QA task. The first input of the
AraBERT [7] model is the embedding of the classification
token (CLS), which we replace with the class of the
question which is retrieved in the first component using
SVM.

Tables III and IV report the metric values regarding the
use of each embedding model. It gives us an overview of
the performance of our system within each type of question
and regarding two taxonomies. We can see that our method,
which is based on AraBERT [7], yields the highest scores,
with an F1-score up to 0.92 for the ”Location” question
type (QT) in both taxonomies. Even though FastText [35]
(a word embedding representation method) it gives better
results than Elmo [4], which is a sentence embedding
representation method.

In Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 we compare the recall and
the precision results of the three applied methods. With the
Alami and al. [32] taxonomy, the recall results are very
close to the progress of our method; With Li and Roth [33]
taxonomy, recall results are almost similar for ”Description”
and ”Numeric” QTs, Figure 5, but FastText [35] gives better
recall results for ”Abbreviation”, ”Humain” and ”Numeric”
QTs. However, our method gives the best precision for all
QTs, Figure 6.

In Figures 7 and 8 we compare the F1-score of the three
used models according to the two taxonomies. With both of
them, our method gives the highest results. In Figure 7, by
applying Alami and al. [32] taxonomy, the three methods
give almost the same results for the ”Status” question type;
even for ”Numbers” QT, our method and FastText [35] give
similar results. Moreover ”Yes/No” questions are not well
answered by the three methods. In the second, Figure 8,
when we apply Li and Roth [33] taxonomy, the three
models give the same results for ”Description” QT, but
”Abbreviation” and ”Numeric” QT are not well answered.

Figure 4. Obtained Precision results using Alami et al. taxonomy

Figure 5. Obtained Recall results using Li and Roth taxonomy

Figure 6. Obtained Precision results using Li and Roth taxonomy
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TABLE III. Results with Alami et al. taxonomy

FastText Elmo Our Method
Recall Precision F1-score Recall Precision F1-score Recall Precision F1-score

Human 0,89 0,67 0,76 0,79 0,59 0,68 0,84 0,79 0,81
Entity 0,86 0,64 0,73 0,77 0,58 0,66 0,87 0,82 0,84
Status 0,91 0,71 0,80 0,86 0,72 0,78 0,85 0,8 0,82
Location 0,76 0,51 0,61 0,69 0,5 0,58 0,93 0,91 0,92
Time 0,85 0,65 0,74 0,79 0,61 0,69 0,87 0,82 0,84
Numbers 0,89 0,67 0,76 0,78 0,6 0,68 0,83 0,77 0,80
Yes/No 0,38 0,26 0,31 0,34 0,25 0,29 0,47 0,46 0,46

TABLE IV. Results with Li and Roth taxonomy

FastText Elmo Our Method
Recall Precision F1-score Recall Precision F1-score Recall Precision F1-score

Abbreviation 0,75 0,42 0,54 0,53 0,34 0,41 0,64 0,38 0,48
Description 0,91 0,71 0,80 0,86 0,72 0,78 0,85 0,80 0,82
Entity 0,86 0,64 0,73 0,77 0,58 0,66 0,87 0,82 0,84
Human 0,89 0,67 0,76 0,79 0,59 0,68 0,84 0,79 0,81
Location 0,76 0,51 0,61 0,69 0,5 0,58 0,93 0,91 0,92
Numeric 0,65 0,49 0,56 0,59 0,45 0,51 0,64 0,6 0,62

Figure 7. Obtained F1-score results using Alami et al. taxonomy

According just to F1-score results (tables 7 and 8), our
method shows the best results compared to the other meth-
ods. Regarding Li and Roth [33] taxonomy, our method,
which is based on AraBERT [7], gives the best results,
except for the abbreviation QT. FastText [35], which is a
word embedding method, is in the second rank, and the
lowest results are given by Elmo [4]. Using Alami and
al. [33] taxonomy, our method gives the best results for all
QTs. However, FastText [35] and Elmo [4] provide almost
the same lower results. We notice that the ”Abbreviation”
QT gets the lower results in the second taxonomy, regarding
the three used methods, which is normal because ”Abbrevi-

Figure 8. Obtained F1-score results using Li and Roth taxonomy

ation” is not determined in classical Arabic language, it’s a
foreign shortened form of a word, and it’s used in modern
Arabic.

The next table (Table V), gives us a few examples of
the answered questions from the used dataset. We notice
that the ”yes/no” QT is still answered by a whole text (as
in the last example).
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TABLE V. Example of some retrieved answers

Question from the corpus Type Retrieved Answer
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5. Conclusion And FutureWork
In this study, we suggested an open-domain method us-

ing passage retrieval and sentence embedding representation
for answering Arabic questions. First, we classified the user
question and formulated the query using machine learning
techniques. Then, we extracted the related passages of the
generated query from the selected Wikipedia documents by
using both the pre-trained model AraBERT as text repre-
sentation and the BM25 as information retrieval model. Top
passages were then extracted from the retrieved passages by
combining the BM25 model and query expansion process.
Finally, we provided a suitable answer to the user’s ques-
tion by applying the fine-tuning to AraBERT parameters
on the text classification task. Our method can generate
specific and correct answers for different question types
using two taxonomies, including Li and Roth, and Alami
et al.. Moreover, investigating the AraBERT transformer
model to represent both questions and passages allows us
to consider implicit semantics and the context of words
within the text. To evaluate the proposed approach, we
have conducted many experiments using TREC and CLEF
datasets. The obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness

of our approach achieving up to 0.92% in terms of F1-score.

Despite the relevance of obtained results in terms of
retrieved answers, our system still has some limitations in
dealing with only closed-ended questions such as “yes/no”
question type but not addressing the case of disjunctive
questions such as:

? ½Ë
	
Y» ��
Ë


@

(Is not it?). A second limitation is linked to the response
time at the level of our information retrieval step to find
relevant documents and candidate passages. These two
limitations will be addressed in future work. Specifically,
the search performance can be improved by integrating
hierarchical K-Means clustering in the information retrieval
component. We also intend to apply various translation
techniques to build a cross-language QAS.
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